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Golden Knights conquer the Western Kentucky Hilltoppers, 59-f/5 - Sports, p. 16

Central Florida Future
1he aub proposes second
UCF Homecoming concert
by ALYCIA SEVERSON
Assistant news editor

Ask a student about Jeff
Foxworthy, and the typical response
will be, "Jeff who?"
Foxworthy is the featured entertainer hired by UCF' s Campus Activities Board, at a cost of $25,000, to
perfonn at the Oct. 19 Homecoming
concert.
Some students feel that CAB
could have s~nt the money more efficiently.
"It's a matter of marketing the
money and utilizing every possible
resource," said Rob Smore, student
directorofmarketingforCAB 'sHomecoming committee.
Smore, who is also a college
representative for Virgin records, suggested getting a known band at a lower
cost rather than spending such a large
amount of money on one person.
'We need to use local businesses

·.:·:

as sponsors for these events so we can
get more/or our mo~ey," he said.
Smore is currently working
with Jeff Garcia, director of marketing for The Club at Firestone and a
UCF student, to get a band for a
concertatTheClubafterFoxworthy's
campus perfonnance.
Garcia said he was shocked by
the amount of money CAB spent on
Foxworthy and hopes to book an act
at a much lower cost that will be just
as entertaining.
"Forabout $7 ,000 we can get ·
a band like Offspring, and CAB got
one act at $25,0<X) with a $5 cover,"
Garcia explained.
Garcia also said thatheis working to provide student transportation
to and from the downtown concert in
an effort to ensure driver safetJ:.
Garcia said that The Club said
itis willingtoputuphalfof themoney
required to provide a free concert for
UCF students, but will need outside

sponsors to provide the other half. He
added that The Club is negotiating
with local radio stations and UCFs
Student Government to supply funding.
Kevin Gutch, Student Government Vice President, said he is unsure
about the possibility of getting a band
at The Club after ihe campus concert
and said the project has already run
into several problems.
"I believe the biggest problem
isa tentative concert date, but thereare
also problems with ·sponsorship. For
now, the whole thing has gone to the
wayside," Gutch said.
Gutch said he likes the idea of.
having a comedian as the feature entertainment for Homecoming. He
added that Foxworthy will perfonn at
both the University of Florida and
Florida State before his perfonnance
atUCF.
see HOMECOMING, page 3

2 face bribery charges involving UCF basketball Police to host crim·e prevention fair
O FBI is currently
investigating
alleged pointshaving in a 1990
basketball game.
by OMAR DAJANI
Staff Writer

J

A former UCF basketball
student assistant and his father
have been indicted by a federal
grand jury in Ft. Lauderdale on
charges of bribery.
U.S. Attorney Kendal .
Coffey brought the charges concerning a 1990 point-shaving
scheme that involved attempted
bribery of one or more basketball

players from UCF during the Red
Lobster Classic game on Dec. 29,
1990.
The indictment alleges that
Kely M. Hunter, 26, and his father, Larry H. Hunter, 50, offered
money to try to en$ure a Stanford
victory by a margin greater than
10 points - the point spread set
by the oddsmakers. UCF lost 8980.
"From what I know, there
was an attempt," said Steve Sloan,
UCF's Athletic Director. "The
FBI did contact me about it, and
they told me that nobody at UCF
was involved, no players or
coaches," he added.
At the time of the alleged
bribery,JoeDean,Jr., was UCF's
basketball coach. He told The Or-

and off-campus."
by KATIE JONES
The Police Department is also
Lando Sentinel that he was contacted ·Managing editor
by the FBI abouttwo years ago. "We
hosting several other even ts during the
looked at films of the game and were
The UCF Department of Pub- month ofOctober,including an awards
positive that nothing had happened," lie Safety and Police will sponsor the breakfast to be held before the fair at 8
he said. Dean could not be reached sixth annual Crime Prevention Fair a.rn.
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., Oct. 5, on the
On Monday, Oct. 3,from 9 a.m.
for further comment.
"It shouldn ' t be a big deal for Student Center Green.
to 1 p.m., Safety City, a "wee-size"
us," said Bill Callarman, NCAA facThe event is part of Crime city will be erected in the back of the
ulty representative for UCF. He Prevention Month, which takes place , Police Department for children from
added that he had heard of it "two or in October.
the Creative School to learn how to
two and a half years ago" and was
The UCF Police Department avoid dangerous situations.
A memorial plaque will be told.of the attempted briery to shave will be joined by more than 40 law
points. Since then, hesaid he thought enforcement and social service orga- placed on the Victims' Tree of Life on
it was a dead issue until he learned of nizationslo provide up-to-date safety behalf of the victims of crime in a
ceremony at 10 a.m., Oct. 6, in front of
the recent indictment.
infonnation.
If charged, the Hunters could
Michael Rosignol, Crime Pre- the Police Department.
A free women's self-defense
each face afive-yearprison sentence vention assistant, said, "Even though
and a $250,000 fine. Prosecutors are we have a low crime rate on campus seminar will be offered from 6 to 8
not releasing the names of the play- through proactive policing, there is p.m., Oct. 12, in the Student Center
ers they suspect were involved in the still a need to educate the students in Auditorium. Instructors will be from
effective crime prevention both on- the Orlando Police Department.
attempted bribery.
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ARTS AND SCIENCES
• Seat I: Joshua Gardner
• Seat 2: Runoff between Brian
Glossman and Liz Sansone
•Seat 3: Kimberly Darovec
• Seat 4: Todd Ruppenthal
• Seat 5: Jennifer Galluzzo
• Seat 6: Dan Bradley
• Seat 7: Bryan Kerivan
• Seat 8: Angel Passailaigue
• Seat 9: Andy Swire
•Seat 10: Jessica Hudson
• Seat 1I : Niki Penne
• Seat -~2: Chris Davis

• Seat 13: Rob Morris
•Seat 14: Runnoff between S~nny
Winner and Paige Hobbs
•Seat 15: Justin Brubaker
• Seat 16: Brian Dornbusch
•Seat 17: Shannon Martin
•Seat 18: Karla Lecroix

•Seat 5: Phil Nanus (unopposed)
• Seat 6: Runoff between Damon
Nicholson and Todd Pearce
• Seat 7: Ben Johnson (unopposed)
•Seat 8: Chris Warburton
•Seat 9: Ryan Kitelyn (unopposed)
•Seat 10: Mike Hess (unopposed)

BUSINESS

EDUCATION:

• Seat 1: Elisabeth Blackbum
• Seat 2: Brian Danley
• Seat 3: John Henderson (unopposed)
• Seat 4: Mark McHuoh

•Seat 1: Dianna Carlson (unopposed)
•Seat 2: Mario Sueiras (unopposed)
• Seat3: Eric Schwalbach (unopposed)
• Seat 4: Bridget O'Donnell (unop-

•Seat 5: Luis Cruz (unopposed)
ENGINEERING:
•Seat 1: Nonn Hayes (unopposed)
• Seat 2: Lena Fernandez (unop~sed)

•Seat 3: Jeff Murray (unopposed)
• Seat 5: Chris LaBruzz (unopposed)
• Seat 6: Jason Kennedy (unopposed)
•Seat 7: Cynthfa Bachmann (unopposed)
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• Seat 1: Kelly Quintero
•Seat2: Michael Ortiz(unopposed)
• Seat 3: Kevin Koenig
•Seat 4: Brandon Woods
•Seat 5: Vanessa Rampersad
• Seat 6: Marla Bernstein
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• Runnoff between Pat Nurse and
Emma Alverio
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•Karen Barber (unopposed)
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•

President Clinton warned Haitian dictators last week:
"Get out now or we will force you out." The
dictators agreed to leave, but not until October 15. Should
Ointon have compromised or ordered an attack?

•

Nadia Martinez
political science
junior

Roy Monk Jr.
civil engineering
senior
"He doesn't
have to attack. He
should think more. Actually I don't like his
internatioanal policies.
He must find a peaceful solution."

Alfonse Alexander
history
senior
''I think he was wise in compromising.
It's easier to lay down the foundation for
democracy when you don't have to clean up
after warfare."
Deborah Dennis
philospphy
second BA

"I think he was
wise in compromising.
and if they don'tgetout
by the 15th then we
should attack."

''I guess compromising. I'm against war. It
should be the very very last option. Clinton
dodged the draft, so he shouldn't put any
other people in there."

''I think he was
wise in compromising.
The only reasoQ I think
so is because he is preventing American
bloodshed. Anything
that prevents Americans from dying is a
victory."

''I think he was
wise in compromising.
I don't like to see anylxxly get killed. But ifhe
doesn't get out by Oct.
15, send the troops."

''I think he was wise in compromising. I think
ifyou can compromise you should definately do
that. I don't like wars."
Kim Correia
physical therapy
sophomore

•

Kolleen Clark
criminology
freshman

•
''I really don't see why we just didn't
bomb Haiti years ago. Maybe Clinton's afriad
of the Voo-Doo spells. That's what made
Bush loose the election, you know."
Ron Williams
electrical engineering
senior

Riad Touati
civil engineering
graduate

•
•
•

A special dental care offer for UCF students...

A Complete Exam, Xrays &
Cleaning for $29!
.

0110 (INITIAL)

1110(AOUTINE)

Welcome to East Orlando Dental.
I'd like you to come in and get
acquainted with your new dentist and
save a few dollars.
George Yarko, D.D.S.

0274 (4 BITEWINGS)

(A $110 value)

•
•

East Orlando

Current UCF ID required

DENTAL

Take advantage of excellent dental care at
very comfortable prices. Just bring this
.certificate with you on your first visit.
See you then! Offer expires 12/31/94

•

Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member:
American Dental Association, Academy of
General Dentistry, Academy for Sports Dentistry, Florida
Dental Association , Central District Dental Association,
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Extensive experience and
postgraduate training in TMJ

UCF TEAM DENTIST

•

11780 E. Colonial Drive

At th~ corner of Hwy. 50 and A/afaya Dr.
Ii,, uur otfiLc "'''"~ 1ha11hc
and an1 uitk'f ,xNm rciJOn11hle for p;i1mcn1ha'1he ngh110 rd'u...: '" pay. canecl paymenL or be reimbur.ed for p;iyiocm fur anyo1her "'rvice. e~amma1ion.
11 r 1r,·a1mcn1 11h1<h ,, ·rt11m11.-<l 'a, a re,uh uf and 11J1hm 7~ hour. ol rc1 ndin~ lu 1he ad1em1<:mcm tor the frc.:. dilcoum,'!l tfr. or rL"!luced fee ...:rv1ce. c>amination. or lrcatmcnL

PJ'"'"'

•

East Orlando

Coming September 28th, 1994
To the College . :=: : : ; ;:_: ;·: A~ ~ t:;:;: usiness Atrium . . ·.

•

,
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLDRl·DA S

PART~TI

JOB FAIR

E

.
•

•
•

Come and Check Out
Central Florida
Part-Time
Employment
Opportunities
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1994 FROM 9 AM TO 12 PM
Sponsored by the Career Resource Center

•
. I

•
•
•

•
•
•
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Student opinion mixed about Foxworthy
HOMECOMING, from page 1

)

i)

"Itshows we'recomparableto
other larger state universities," he said.
Heather Schwartz, student concert director of CAB, said that although the campus needs to get more
music, most of the concert funds have
been deplete.cl.
" No funds exist in our budget
to proyide these extra services, although nothing has been confirmed
either way as ofyet," Schwartz stated.
Gene Holt, administrative advisor to the Homecoming committee
said the $25,000 fee for Foxworthy
was, "totally inclusive of all costs to
bring him here."
Althoughshehasnot been avail-

able to comment about the possibility
of funding a concert at The Oub, Holt
said Foxworthy was chosen for the
concert because of the widespread
appeal a comedian offers.
''Homecomingisforeveryone.
Even though we're here for students,
UCFneeds to appeal to alumni as well
as the local community," she said.
Several students interviewed
said they would prefer a band as the
featured entertainment at the Homecoming concert. However, many students also said that while they thought
a comedian was a good alternative to
a band and that it would give Homecoming a more widespread appeal, a
concertatTheClubwasagoodideaas
well.

" I would absolutely rather
have music at the campus concert. I
would love to go see a band at
Firestone if they have one," said
Michael Thornton, a sophomore
majoring in engineering.
Other students agreed with
CAB's decision to book a comedian.
" Musical tastes differ, but
everyone likes to laugh," said Jeff
Celebre, a senior majoring in liberal
arts.
Regardless of whether or not
The Club books a concert for UCF
students, it plans to set up a Firestone
Club on the green with local disc
jockey Scott Riley to kickoff Homecoming festivities on Oct. 17.

Fast. Easy. Cheap.
Future classifieds. 823-8054

10042 University Blvd.
1 mile west of UCF on
the co~ner ?f Dean Rd.
Umvers1ty Oaks

We have
Drive-Thru Service

579·;..2448

~f2Jsgz:As
281-ROJO (7656)

o Walk for CITE

)

The Center for Independence Technology and Education,
which helps people with visual or
multiple disabilities, is holding
its ninth annual walk on Saturday,
Oct. 15, at Church Street Station
in downtown Orlando. Registration begins at 9 a.m. in front of the
Cheyenne Saloon, and the oneand-a-half mile walk begins at I 0
a.m. Participants are eligible to
win prizes. Call 898-2483 for information.

O Breast Exams
WinterParkMemorial Hospital, in honor of National Breast
Awareness Month, is offering discounted mammograms throughout the month of October. Women

35 and older who meet with the
appropriate screening criteria are
eligible for $55 mammograms. To
schedule an appointment, call 6467518.
O Ethics volunteers
The National Institute of
Ethics, a non-profit organization
that has deveioped ways to help
children and teens overcome life's
tough temptations and problems,
needs volunteers to make their
services available, both locally and
throughout the nation. Ca]] 3390322 for information
O

Art festival
The 21st Annual Autumn

Art Festival will be held Saturday

and Sunda , Oct. 8 and 9, on the

Rollins Col1ege campus in Winter
Park. 100 Florida artists will compete for more than $10,000 in
awards in virtually all mediums.
Festival hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday and noon to 5 p.m. Sunday. Call 644-8281 for information.

11ZJJ U11i\wsity /l/vrl. • Orl,111do, florirl,1 J1Dll
Loc.11t'd 0111/ic comer of Univcrsi1y & A/.1f.1)'J
Acru" from ·ucF
/lours: Alond.1y - Thumf..y I I d.m. lo to p.m.
Frid•y - S•lurd•y 11 •.m. lo Alidnir,lrt; Sund.1y 12:10 p.m. I" 9 p.m.

We take pride in our

N

ATURAL IMrORTED ITALIAN INGREDICNTS
0 PRESERVATIVES
0 URD

Baked on Premises by Owners; Not a Corporate Franchise

O Nurturing Center
The Parent Resource Center and the Coalition for the Homeless will host the grand opening
and ribbon-cutting ceremony for
the " Nuturing Center," a preschool for homeless families, from
9 to 11 a.m. Monday, Oct. 3 at the
Coalition for· the Homeless, 639
W. Central Blvd., Orlando. Call
Jackie Nguyenphu at 425-3663
for information.

In Oviedo

FOREVER EYES OPTICAL
j

''THE PLACE FOR EYES''
'
~ $39.00
/'

COMPLETE EVE EXAM
CONTACT LENS FITTING, FOLLOW UP
AND A PAIR OF SOFTMATE B

COMPLETE EVE EXAM

$39.00
INCLUDES EYEGLASS EXAM
GLAUCOMA AND CATARACT
TEST

)

EYE EXAM, CONTACT EXAM
AND CONTACTS

$89.00
$20.00 OFF ANY COMPLETE EYEGLASSES
WITH M.IN. PURCHASE OF $99.00

CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT
89ALAFAYAWOODS BLVD.

359-0937
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK, TfLL 8PM ON THURS

OR

FRI
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SG Senate runoffs today and Wednesday from 10-7.
Make your vote count!

, Reformed
University
-Fellowsh_ip
Christian Fellowship featuring....

Michael D. Hill, 21, was
arrested and charged with disorderly conduct, between 1: 14 and
I :27 a.m. Sept. 17. Police observed
a man yell obscenities at a woman.
He then got in his car and lost
control as-he swerved around a
corner. He honked his horn as he
pulled behind another car and continued to yell obscenities.
Malcolm }. Bell, 22, was
arrested and charged with battery,
l: 16 a.m. Sept. 17. Bell allegedly
hit a woman in the mouth, causing
her to bleed from the nose and
mouth.
Jeffrey T. Onderko, 20, was
arrested and charged with carrying a fake identification card, between I and I: 15 a.m . Sept. J I.
Police observed Onderko allegedly drinking a can of beer at a
fraternity party. They found a fake
Maryland identification card with
his photograph on it, which
Onderko said was his.

ing between 9 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Aug. 30. The item was valued at
$100. Another student was found
in possession of the bicycle and
referred to Student Affairs.
-compiled by Katie Jones,
· managing editor

An 18-year-old student reported that when she walked into
her dorm room from the bathroom
she saw a man run out of the room
with her checkbook, 10:07 p.m.
Sept. 19.

*

Solid, in-depth Bible teaching

*

Small Group interaction
~emester study: The Book ofDaniel
"Maldng Life Count & God's Future Plan"

Every Wednesday at 7:30.PM Student Center-211

David S. Lowe, 26, reported
that someone stole car keys off his
book bag on the second floor of
the library, 2 p.m. Sept. 19.
·

Sponsored by Presbyterian Church in America

Everyone Welcome!

P R I l'\ C I P L E S of S 0 L' N D R E T I R E ,\ \ E :\' T I :\' \ ' E S T I :'\ G

Someone stole fhe telephone
receiver from the telephone in the
elevator of Seminole Hall, between 11 :30 p.m. Sept. 16 and
1:38 a.m. Sept. 1.7.
Steven E. Sherman,J9, reported that someone stole his bicycle valued at $400 from a bicycle rack in front of the education building, between 7 and 7:30
p.m. Sept. 13.
Jennifer J. Mancuso, 22, re:..
ported that someone keyed the
driver's side doors of her car that
was parked in a lot near the ~duca
tion building 10:45 a.m. Sept. 12.

Mercedes Ramjrez, 18, rePO!ted that someone stole a right
front hubcap off her car parked in
Douglas E. Black, 20, rea lot near the Student Center be~ ported that someone stole his bitween 10 p.m . Sept. 21 and 7 p.m. . cycle that was locked to a bicycle
Sept. 22. The item was valued at rack near the administration build$50.

ISN'T IT NICE WHEN
THE EXPERTS DISCOVER SOMETHING
YOU'VE ICNOWN ALL ALONG.

O

or course,

ver I .6 million people in education and

annuities." ***

research know that choosing TIAA-CREF

guarantee of' future results.

was a smart move. And now everyone else does
too. Because Morningstar-one of the nation's

past performance is no

" ••• CREF ht. far and away tbe cheapest
variable annuity out there."

leading sources oF variable annuity and mutual
fund information-has some stellar things to say
about our retirement investment accounts.

·~
:::

, ..This comfortable combination of
Jlsk and return has earned the CREF

Wjt Stock Account a ftve-star rating."*
4!2)#1.;,?J#f$!lillU$J.4 . \'ti.#%-~$~4P'''
Afcer stu~g CREF's performance history,
Morningstar gave five-stars-its highest .ratingto both the CREF Stock and Bond Market

Priceless information. Free.
Change your study habits for the better with our free study tips
disk. Ask for it when you check out Cliffs StudyWare· for test
preparation and course review, We cover tests from the ~
SAT I to the GREJ and classes from biology to statistics. ~
(Ask about our boxer shorts offer) too. ) Details at:
J~
UNIVEHSrlY

==n~~==

~~-~~~BOOKSTOHE

Mornings tar also called attention to CREFs·
"... rock-bottom" fees-something that can really
add to th e size of your nest-egg down the road.
What's more, TIAA's traditional annuitywhich offers guaranteed princ ipal and interest
plus the opportunity for dividends-was cited
as having the highest fixed account interest rate
among all annuities in its class.
. We're happy to accept Morningstars glowing
ratings. But nice as it is to focus on stars, we'll

Accounts, and an impressive four-stars to the
CREF Social Choice Account~* In fact, the

keep focusing on something more down-to-earth:

CREF Stock Account was singled out as having
''. .. one of the best 10-year records among variable

For more informati~n about our Morningstar
ratings or TIAA-CRH~ just call I 800 842-2776.

building th e financial future you want and deserve.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.sM
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HOW TO HANG ON TO YOUR DOUGH.
(WITHOUT CRAMPING YOUR STYLE.)

{6J

Separate "needs" from "wants."
Hint: A bed is a need. A Mr. Microphone
is a want.
·

6

Split the bill but only pay your share.
Why put in for someone else's swordfish
if all you got was .soup?

·,I

.,I
1

I
1

,'

.r!JJ Set aside money ·for emergencies.
Unless you'd rather call your parents
for it instead.

:

I

.6

Keep. your eye on your wallet.
Have a Citibank Classic card in case you
lose it The LostWalletsM Service can get you
emergency cash;· a new card usually with in
24 hours and help replacing vital documents.
· Based on avillldble cash line.

September 2 7, 1994

Oh no, not in my
backyard you don't!
Earlier this week, a meeting was held to discuss plans
for the future of the Orlando Naval Training Center. At
a public forum of Thursday night, Orlando citizens
decided to finally voice their ideas about what should be
done. It seems, however, the only thing the educated
citizens of Orlando could decide is what should not be
done.
"Is this going in your back yard?" one outraged
citizen shouted in defiance of the current plan .
It seems that the idea being reviewed by the panel is
to convert the center into a resident treatment center for
drug-addicted or mentally ill homeless people. A plan
that finally cuts to the heart of the problem , right?
Something to actually try and stop the cause of the
problem as opposed to the effects ..
A plan that actually doesn ' t involve building more
prisons? Can it be?
And, of course, being the close-minded, paranoid
citizens in Orlando came out in droves to oppose the
plan. Who knows, the crazies may get out or wander the
streets. Next we'll be letting the drug pushers sell drugs
on our street corners. What's next-HUD housing across
the street?
_
It seems everyone wants to help the ~omeless, unless
it involves taking anything away' from their cozy, sheltered lives. We are willing to give, as long as it's not out ·
of our pockets or of our extravagant lifestyle.
Although the center has no plans to accept walk-ins
or allow their clients out into the streets, the hundreds
who flocked to the meeting seem to think otherwise. And
we all know the residents know best, don't they?
God forbid, the residents of Orlando would actually
take a role in favor of anything that would actually help
those people here in Orlando that can ' t or won' t help
themselves. The treatment center would be designed to
take many homeless people and help return them to a
productive life in society. Not in my society, or so say
many of the residents of the City Beautiful.
So what is to be done? The elected officials want least
of all to cross the God-fearing Christian residents and .
risk their re-election bid , but they also don 't want to look
callous to the needs of the growing homeless problem
here in Orlando.
Maybe if they could convince these righteous bornagain residents that there is more to life than sustaining
their property values and turning a blind-eye to the
problems already going on in theirown backyard,,there's
a good possibility that they would be scared enough to
actually take action. Or at least, let someone take action
for them .
Chad Brunner
Opinion editor

Most in Student Government interested in serving UCF

It seems that recent Student Government Senate elections inspired anyone and everyone to write articles about
the "atrocities" SG supposedly commits. I ignored most of
the comments, but after reading Chad Brunner's column
last Thursday ("SG hopefuls need to quit assaulting
people"), I decided to stand up for an organization I believe
in . For two years, I was one of those students who tried
their best to avoid the "colorful paper and bright shiny
baubles" handed out by campaigners during elections. I
decided to find out what SG was all about, and I got the
opportunity by being appointed to the SG Senate for the
summer'. For all those students who might be questioning
the honesty of our SG, here are some of the lessons I
learned.
I- SG encompasses a variety of students from all the
different colleges. Therefore, a bulk of its members have
no interest in furthering their political careers, but an
honest desire to st..rve UCF.
2- Senate basically deals with the allocation of funds to
clubs and organizations; no campaigner would promise to
io 1994 The central Florida Future, inc.
get school canceled on Fridays, because it is not in their
Offices: 12243 University Blvd.• Orlando, FL 32817 power, as Mr. Brunner alleges.
Newsroom: (407) 823-81·92; FAX 823-9495
3- Senators don't receive dinner invitations from the
1-------...:,_--=----------,------t administration. UCF President John Hitt even cut funds
Editor in Chief
Dave Bauer for the Campus Activity Board's "Distinguished Lecture
Managing Editor
Katie Jones Series." Niki Penne, the senator in charge of this program,
Sports Editor
Jason Swancey did everything in her power to sway his opinion. The
Ente_rtainment Editor
Sean Perry senate even established an ad hoc committee to deal with
Opinion Editor
Chad Brunner the issue, yet the decision was irrevocable. So do Senators
Photo Editor
Armando Solares network their way into the hearts of the administration?
Copy Editor
Richard Agster No, administrators remain as foreign and cold to me as they
Asst. News Editor
Alycia Severson do to most students.
Production Manager
Russ Welch
4 _ I went into SG hoping to contribute toward the
Staff Writers: Omar Dajani, Derek Krause, Andrew advancement ofUCF. The so-called ''ruling" class did not
Varnon, Justin Delias, Sean DeVaney, Brynner Yee, extinguish my hopes. As long as there is a way, I will strive
._M_i_k_e_N_e_m_e_t_h______________--t for this goal.
Business Office: (407) 823-8054; FAX 823-9495
5- The money allotted to SG each year comes from the
Business Manager ·
Steve Norris Activity and Service Fee; therefore, CAB can't use tuition
Advertising Manager
Jason Meder money for their concerts. Statutory law permits CAB to
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Nora Osorio
Student Response
charge admission, yel SG bill 26-44 states that 100 percent
of all revenues generated from any SG Activity and Service Fee funded program shall be immediaLely deposited
into the SG Program Revenues Account. If c·AB fails to
hold a spring concert, the money will not find its way into
the hands of a generous soul.
6- I definitely can't end this article without expanding
upon the Activity and Service Fee issue. Maybe Mr.
Brunner should talk to some of the people who are getting
their money's ~orth of the Activities and Service Fee. He
might consider the opinions of those students who enjoy
using the Student Fitness Center and don't have to pay
exorbitant gym prices. The fee also ·covers Recreational
Services, the Kiosk, Student Legal Services, lobbying in
Tallahassee for higher education and my personal salvation, the SG Mac Lab. These facilities · are open to all
students, so come out and put them to good use.
' This summer I met students who have the same concerns as the rest of the student body and are trying to make
a difference. I encourage everyone to be pro-active. Don't
take anybody's word; search for answers and make personal decisions. Senate meetings are open to students.
Student Government officials are accessible and willing to
help. President Darin Patton and Vice President Kevin
Gutch took time out to answer my questions. Comptroller
Kris Cruzada patiently explained the intricacies of the
Activity and Service Fee Budget. So instead of conveniently changing your major or leaving your ID at home,
meet the people who represent you. At one time I voted
with my eyes closed, but this time, I made a conscientious
decision, and I feel I did my part.
Nora Osorio is a junior majoring in journalism.
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Uberals are the ones who have reformed U.S.

•

Circle the wagons, liberals are on the loose. They mean
to deny us life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. There
is an evil agenda full oflies and half-truths and hypocrisy.
It must be resisted, it must be stopped, it must be rolled
back Brynner Yee warns ("Liberals & Democrats-The
Facts and the Truth, Part III," Sept. 22 issue of the
Future.)
Must we really have this discussion Mr. Yee? Is there
really any doubt as to the total nonsensicality o{the liberal
philosophy? A brieflook at some of the ideas advanced by
liberal thought and the damage they have done to this
country should be helpful in keeping our eyes focused
firmly on the conservative pathway toward salvation.
It's hard to know where to begin. How about that
awful idea of women's suffrage- how did the liberals
ever pull that one over on us? Remember the good old
days when women were little more than property, content
to remain silent in a male-dominated society.
And what about the idea of civil rights in general? All
those centuries of blacks being subjected to the barbaric
institution of slavery, with laws that told them where to
live, eat, work and denied them the right to vote; the
lynchings, bombings and cross burnings covertly and
overtly supported by a bigoted government resistant to
change. All this, of course, is just another fabrication of
the liberals to justify the further encroachment of government into our lives. What next, Mr. Yee, will your conservative logic impart to us dear, lost, liberal souls-that the
earth is really flat?
Then there is the question of labor unions. Should we
deny people the right to band together for protection from
a capitalistic system that too often protects the profits of
corporate America at the expense of the workers who
build those pro_fits? Do away with the 40-hour week?
Wor~ers compensation? Unemployment insurance?

Kip McGuire
Student Res nse
While we're at it, let's do away with those nasty child
labor laws. The children don't need the protection. Let
them learn the value of a hard~\'a
· earned dollar. Put
.them back into the
mines and factories,
and
let
them work
15 or more
hours a day.
The unborn
need our protection, but once they
vacate the womb,
they' re on their
own-right, Mr. Yee?
Those
liberals
r e -

a 11 y
screwed
things up with the
mrn1mum wage
laws, as well. You want
more money? Work more hours. Don't have the government place yet another onerous burden upon business by
trying to artificially inflate the wages of working Americans. If workers in third world countries can survive on

pennies a day, I'm sure Americans with their "can do" spirit
will do just fine.
And V:e all know that state-funded education is simply
another liberal pipe dream designed to rob us of our hardearned money. An example of Mr. Yee's educational system
in his non-liberal world would be, "We're sorry, Mr. and Mrs.
Six-pack, but you've missed your last three payments. Little
Billy is no longer welcome in the sixth grade." Fortunately,
since we'vedone away with child labor laws, little Billy can go
tO work at General Motors for $.20 a day.
I'm sure we're all in agreement that UCF should be a
private institution. We'll have to boost the tuition accordingly,
but that's okay since we'll also do away with all those nasty,
liberal spending programs that fall under the guise of financial
aid.
One wonders how conservatives can stand it, knowing that
the education they are receiving here at state-supported UCF
falls under the banner of ever-encroaching liberalism. Must
conservatives battle every day with their conservative principles as they begrudgingly make their way toward a statefunded class?
I doubt it. After all, it seems people like Mr. Yeedon ' thave
any principles. They have an ideology. There_is a difference.
With an ideology, you can regurgitate cute phrases which score
cheap debating points at the expense of a particular philosophy
while at the same time reaping the benefits of that same
philosophy. Because you are filled with ideology and not
principle, you never even notice your own hypocrisy.
As for myself, I am a liberal. I hope that we all would be
proud to call ourselves liberals. George Washington said, "I
hope ever to see America among the foremost nations in
examples of justice and liberality." That's an interesting and
important, choice of. words: justice and liberality. For in the
end, justice is what we liberals are striving to attain. This justice
is as muchJor your benefit as it is for ours.

Separation of church and state is a constibdional reality

•

•

In a previous column, I commented on a Georgia
school teacher's refusal to observe a state-mandated
"moment of silence." The teacher cited the constitutional
separation of church and state as his justification for not
observing this mandate.
A reader, Robert Meinhofer, wrote in to chastise me,
pointing out that the phrase "separation of church and
state" does not appear in the Constitution. While this is
true, the Constitution does indeed separate church and
state, as the reader himself pointed out.
The Constitution provides that the government shall
make no laws regarding rerigion or religious institutions.
According to the reader, this means the government
cannot restrict religious influence. _Again, this is essentially correct. However, he carefully omits the rest of the
meaning to make his point. While the government cannot
restrict religion or religious influence, it cannot promote
a particular religion or religious influence either. Because freedom of religion is guaranteed by our Constitution, we do not have an official religion (even though
many people are trying to legislate a certain religion into
law). So, this provision effectively separates government
and religion, hence the phrase, "separation of church and
state." This certainly is a lot mo.re precise and to the point
than quoting the exact wording of the Constitution.
Meinhofer goes on to state that all people have the
right to influence their government and society, even
religious people. Again, that is correct. However, the
religious right is not content with influencing society.
They wish to impose their will upon the rest of us, in the
name of their moral superiority. That is not only wrong,
but it goes against everything for which this country
stands. One of the reasons that our founding fathers came
to this country was to escape religious persecution. In
England, there was an official religion, and those that did
not practice it and follow its rules were treated as criminals.

Dan Griffin
EVERYTHING IN MODERATION

It was for precisely this reason that the Constitution was
designed to guarantee religious freedom for all people of all
religions. There can never be an official national religion, and
there never should be. The church and the state are two
separate things.
Finally, he states that we are all religious people and wants
me to admit it. I am sorry to burst your bubble, but that is an
assumption without merit. Religion plays no part in my life,
and I have no use for it. That doesn't mean that I am not a
moral person. Morality and religion are two separate and
distinct things. There are a lot of people who feel the same
way. That doesn't mean that your beliefs have any less merit
than mine, but it is morally wrong for anyone to force his
beliefs upon others. The strength of this nation comes from
its diversity in all areas-music, literature, culture, religion,
etc. Remember, this is the United States of America, not the
Christian States of America. Isn't it about time that we were
open to being truly united? Can't we all just get along?

•••
Now for something completely different.
Just when you think this country is completely lost, along
comes a welcome outbreak of sanity. In another column, I
told you about Stella Liebeck, the woman who got $2.9
million from McDonalds for spilling coffee on herself. Another judge reduced Mrs. Liebeck's settlement to $486,000.
While this settlement is $486,000 too much, it is much more
reasonable than the previous one. It's good to know that we
have some people in our legal system with intelligence and
common sense. Of course, Mrs. Liebeck's lawyers are
appealing this reduction. You can bet they already had new
homes and cars picked out.
Granted, the judge could have shown a little more intestinal fortitude by overturning the jury's verdict. Thankfully,
though, the judge did something to counteract the stupidity of
the original decision. Maybe there is hope for this country
after all. Now, if we could just get that one blowhard off the
television.

Quit telling your dormmate about your gripes with our columns. Send it in! Let us know! We
encourage readers to send letters to the editor. Letters should be no more than 300 words in length
and include the author's signature, phone number and major. Letters should be sent to 12243
University Blvd., Orlando, FL or faxed to 823-9495.
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FUN & M~NEY
National Co. opening new branch
?m~: in Winter Park. ~coking for
Room avail to a responsible N/S :~dividu:ls wh.ohlove hlavrFTng/~n and
1
male in a Sbd/2 1/2ba townh~use / ewor ~~:~o peop e.
T, call
$235+1/3 util. 282-8291
. or appt.
- 60

September 2 7, 1994

Computer
RESUMES - Waters looking rough?
486 dx 40 8/420/256K 14 4 fax Your ship has come in! $5 and up.
modem TIX 14" .28 sv'GA, VLB 1 Laser printing. S.S. Resumes 657MB video and IDE/10, APC per 7T, 2920
Win & DOS $1735 OBO. Mike 6798342
1--------------

WESLEY FOUNDATION
United Methodist Campus
Ministry
Student Center Room 206, 8235335, Wednesday Fellowship 6:oO
FUNDRAISING
PERSONAL TRAINING
Female to share 3bd/2ba house, W/ Ch
f
d'ff
f d .
E ercr·s Pr a
D
I
t
PM, SC 211, Sunday Dinner
D, garage, 10 min. from UCF
~ose. ram 3 1 eren1 un raisers
x
e
ogr m. eve opmen ,
mo +
util. Call
lasting either 3 or 7 days. No Invest- Washer & Dryer from $85. Refrig strength and aerobic conditioning.
Group, 5:00 PM. Weekly Bible $
_
275
113
382 5339
Study opportunities
1------------__.ment. Earn $$$ for your group plus erator from $ 125· Microwaves fro UCF Student special. 380-3792
and much more!
Female to share 3/2 home w/same. personal cash bonuses for yourself. $50. 6 mo warranty. Delivery avail.
$250 mo., 1/3 util., close to UCF, Call 1-800-932-0528, ext 65
Appliance Recyclers 327-3777
1---------------1
Steve Binkley, Director
Call 823-5335 for more informa- Shopping, Pool & Rec. Center. Call
Private Scholarships Wait For You!!
tion.
BJ 365-7221
.
BED QUEEN OR FULL NEVER Personal Computer Match! GuaranAll W
. .
.
Exp. Waitresses & Cooks wanted
'
_
'
teed. Call 1 (800) 807-6828 For Ap1
1
i - -___
/ ______
e_c_o_m_e_
. ----.iNS Christian, cle~n, responsible. for new Sports Bar in Casselberry. USED $125. 678 8592
plication
CHI ALPHA
Own BR/BA, 5 mm from campus. Apply in person Sept. 27-29, 1 0 - 3 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
· CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
$285 + 1/2. Avail. November. Dave PM at Beef O'Brady's, 1271
381-5208
Semoran Blvd #115, Lake Howell Condo - 1/1 Fully Furnished, 10
A LOVING COMMUNITY OF
minutes from UCF,
Pool ACCOUNTING TUTOR
CHRISTIAN FRIENDS
N/SM to share 2bd/2ba Apt. at Sun Sq.
Sponsored by the Assemblies of Key. $300 mo+ 112 util. Need from 1--------------1Weightroom, 960 sq. ft. $28,900. CPA/Former College Instr. Call
God
Call Owner, 657-5343
Loretta at 256-1140
Dec-May. Call 657-1496
MEETS MON. 7:30 PM , STU- 1--------------iLawnCareworkerstoservicequalDENT CENTER 214
UCF area, Christian female to share ity accounts in· Longwood-Apopka 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - P(PISTS
.
ALL WELCOME - MUSIC w/same, 2bd/2ba, W/D included, area. Experience preferred, but not
REFRESHMENTS - FUN
$250 + 1/2 util. Vanessa 658-0556 needed . References, own trans- Brother Word Processor 75, Portable, great for term papers. $275. K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735
For info call David M. 774-0777
portation. 290-5906
----------~Call Kelly 767-5601
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION
Females wanted for swim-suit
Fast, Accurate· and next to CamKnight Light, Thursdays, 7 PM, Ed.
video: Earn $12 per hour and
pus. Call Cherie for your typing
Bldg. Rm 174. Worship, Praise, Bible
have fun doing it. 851-6306
Study and Fellowship.
America's #1 Spring Break ·needs. 359-9203
All STUDENTS WELCOME,
Company! .
D-LUX Word Processing
COME JOIN US!
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona &
Professional results, reasonable
Byron Kirkpatrick SC 207, 823-5336
Panama!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee!
1987 Dodge Caravan, 380-8958 rates. Oviedo area. 359-0677
SKI TRIP '94
Orgainize 15 friends and TRAVEL Twinbedset-12pcs+bedding$750,
to Killington, Vermont. Sponsored FREE! Earn highest commissions! Queen sofa sleeper & love seat i--------------1
by C.A.B., 12/18-23/94. For more
(800) 32-TRAVEL
$250, 2 end tables & coffee table
WORDMASTERS
'nfo call 823 2611
't---------------1 $100-a:ll. Dinette w/6 chrs $175. Toyotas, Hondas, Mazads, F.ords.
Typ'rng and Resume Serv·1ce
l
All m. akes and. models .....for mfor- - Sr'nce 1986 for all your student
STUDENT.GOVERNMENT
Desk w/chr. $75. moving-must sell! mat1on call Ric Ro.berts at (407) needs. IBM and laser equip. SameGay, Lesbian, Brsexual Student
COORDINATOR
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, PH 218. DAYTONA BEACH CAMPUS
380-8~58
342-61J7
d
.
.1 W ,
d C II
All Welcome!
1---------------1 FINANCING AVAILABLE
ay.serviceavai · evemove · a
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Must have knowledge of the Golden
for info. 277-9600
D~coverthenewA~m~~n&Fllm Rule, SG Statutes, parliamentary 1 Ma~~ Fem~e membeIBh~ at~---~-------~----------~
Association. We offer you the best procedure, and be involved in the BallyHealthclubinWinterPark. Paid
A+ Typing & word Processing
speakers, films & discussions on campus comm unit~.. Must be able to t~ru 5/30/96. Asking $200 each. Call 1986 Silver Mustang Convertible Laser print. Professional results!
campus. Free snacks & off campus provide leadership and support in Lisa (407) 676-4536 leave message. $2500, Call 381-4034
Same day turn-around available!
events. Meetings -on Mondays at the areas of community and public i---------------1
Close to UCF! Call 366-7123.
6:30 in PC3, Rm 204. Come join us relations, local politics, student life,
1988 Chevy Baretta, Blue
on Oct. 3. Call 695-2508 for more and communication with the admin- Mountain Bike, competition series, $2000, Call 381-4034
info.
istration. Must be able to manage GT. Richter 8.0, Rock Shox,
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i t h e overall operations of the Day- Shimano -XT, Leather seat, alumiUCF DIVE CLUB
tona Campus Student Government num bar ends. Brand new. $790
East-West Expressway guy seeks
lmp~rtant meeting, yved. 9/28, 5-7 Office. Position is for 20 hours per OBO. Steve 321-7167
Sun Chase Apt. girl. We met briefly
PM , m SC-214. Elections!!! Ft. Laud. week. Applications may be picked
during our9: 15 appointments at Stu10/2. Scuba Hot Line 382-8007
up at the SG Office. Please fax your 1---------------1
completed application and resume
.
WANTED: Guides (servers) for the dent Health Services on Tue, Sept.
EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY directly to the Main Campus SG House - UCF/Rouse Rd, 3/2, 2020 exciting and fun Colorado Fondue 20th. We didn't get each other's
Wed. Noon, Rm 214, Student Cen- Office at 407-823-5593. Call Mike sq. ft. 4 months new! Loaded with Company Rest. If interested in hav- names nor numbers. Let's correct
ter. All Are Welcome!! Fr. Ashmun Okaty at 407-823-2191 for more extras, great location. $119,500. ingfunandmakingmoneyca11(407) the situation. Call 381-0620.~- Sr.
Intern. P.S. Hope you're feeling betBrown, D. Min., Chaplain
info. Internal Auditor also needed. 380-3792
767-8323 for more info.
ter.
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YEAR-ROUND PART-TIME
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~ Student Bargains
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positions~~~g~~i!~~nsand ~m~

.
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. Save more. It's
bee·n
before.
. . rented
.
.
~

trailers with packages weighing up to 100 lbs. (avg. weight is 20 tbs.)
• Earn $7 /hr. while you stay in shape.

Sleeper & Chair Sets ................ ~ ..from $199.99

• Tuition assistance after 30 days.

• Monday-Friday workweek. No weekends!

5-Pc. Dinette Sets ...... ~ ................from $ 99.99
.
.
3-Pc;. Occational Tables ............ .from $ 59.99

• Work the shift that best fits your class schedule:
2:30 am - 7:30 am o_r 5 :30 pm - 10:30 pm

Full Bed Sets ............................... from $ 59.99

• Work 3 to 5 hrs. a day.

• Opportunities for advancement into management with a
$1 BILLION proven leader in the small package delivery market
and the fastest growing subsidiary of $4.2 Billion Roadway
Services, Inc.

Hurry in to Cort am.I save 30-70% on pre-leased. brand name
rurniture. We sell for less, so you can 't afford to miss these snvings.

1920 Semoran Boulevard ( VISA

I

Store Hour:;: Mon-Fri 9 a.m.- 6 p.m.fAiiji~

Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
EO/AAE

-

CORT.

FURNITURE RENTAL
CLEARANCE CENTER

Need extra income?
The Central Florida Future is looking to hire
two advertising representatives. Sales exp.
or advertising sales exp.
a real plus, but not required.

The Future offers flexi b I~ hours,great resume-building experience, and good pay.
$300-400 a week, working 20-30 hours is possible-·
we've had reps make
as much as $1000 in a
week.

If you have a strong
sales ability, this job is
for you.
For interview, call Jason Meder at 823-8054.
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Tim Burton's film Ed Wood premieres at the "city tliat never sleeps"
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by DEREK KRAUSE
Axis film critic

NEW YORK.- The 32nd Annual New
York Film Festival opened this past weekend~
not with a bang, but with blooctShot firepower
from the mind of Quentin Tarantino. The opening night film, Pulp Fiction, won Tarantfoo the
top prize at this year's Cannes Film Festival and
has increased his popularity amongst the Hollywood elites.
Making its U.S. premiere Friday night,
Pulp Fiction arrived with frightening anticipation, actors, directors and all their ear-piercing
fans. Showing their strong support for the film,
the cast, including Harvey Keitel, Bruce Willis,
Uma Thurman, and John Travolta as well as
Tarantino, made stunning entrances through a
back wall ofgrinding photographers. Tom Cruise
and Nicole Kidman, Marisa Tomei and Calvin
Klein were also on hand. The film, like the rest
of the week-long festival, was sold out.
The festival runs through Oct. 9, and will
close with Hoop Dreams. The film follows the
lives of two young basketball players and their
undetermined careers.

Sarah Jessica Parker offers
her best Hollywood smile.

New York favorite Spike Lee is swarmed by media
as he makes an appearance .on $aturday night.

The week-and-a-half gala highlights 30
films from the U.S. and all over the world. Other
notable films include Woody Allen's portrait of
'20s theater life, Bullets OverBroadway, and the
third film in Krzysztof Kie5lowski's French
trilogy, Red. Also from afar is Martha, a German
film; CaroDiario,fromltaly; Chunking Express
, from Hong Kong and S!rawberry and Chocolate out of Cuba.
·
Another American film, &J. Wood, made
its world premiere this past Saturday night, with
its stars coming out in similar numbers. Director
Tim Burton and stars Johnny Depp, Patricia
Arquette and Sarah Jessica Parker were all in
attendance. Others showed up casually to watch
Burton's film on the persistent sci-fi director,
Edward D. Wood, Jr. (Plan 9 From Outer
Space), including Bill Murray and Spike Lee,
who sported a classic Brooklyn Dodgers cap.
Respected as one of the top-five film
festivals in the world, The New York Film
Festival carries a uniqueness and reputation _
equal only to the city that hosts it. Like its
presenter, the Film Society of Lincoln Center,
the festival celebrates filmmaking as a fine art
arid attempts to appreciate quality cinema from
every corner of the globe.

Quentm Tarantino displays a devilish grin at the U.S.
premiere of Pulp Fiction.

Bill Murray shows off his
"favorite french fry" hat.
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Studeot sbioes as Moroio1star io 'Keotucky Cycle'
TbeatreOCF actress, Debor ab Ofsowitz, exbibits dedicatiol) ii) roa11y aspects of tbeater productiol)
Cycle, Part 1.
very good play, both in the way it is be perfonned Wednesday through
''Morning Star is a very compli- written and the way it wi11 be per- Saturday nights, withaSundaymaticated character," Ofsowitz revealed. ''In formed." The Kentucky Cycle, Part nee at 2 p.m. through Oct. 23.
this stage of rehearsal, I have not yet I promises to be one of the best
The Kentucky Cycle, by Robfully
explored her character as a person. productions this year in the Orlando
The UCF theater department
ert
Schenkkan,
is the renowned
area.
It
is
definitely
a
group
effort
of
So
far
I
feel
that
she
is
willful,
vengeful,
is full of hopes and dreams. Some
sweeping
epic
of
three families in
very
manipulative
and
very
good
at
it.
which
Ofsowitz
feels
honored
to
be
hope to one day grace the UCF
eastern
Kentucky
spanning
a period
Morning
Star
is
a
very
challenging
role
a
part.
mainstage during a production,
200
years.
For
more
information,
of
The
Kentucky
Cycle
Part
I,
because
I
have
never
met
anyone
like
while others dream about perfonnthat. It has been a very interesting char- will begin its run on Oct. 13 and wi11 call TheatreUCF at 823-1500.
ing in larger-scale productions on
acter study."
,-----------------------Broadway. It is in this atmosphere
you can hear definite commitment
that I found Deborah Ofsowitz
in her words when
studying her script,
she discusses
quietly waitingfor
(Cuts Only)
Morning Star and
rehearsal to start.
even more deterOfsowitz' s
mination when
roots are not your
youseeherperfortypical, "I was part
mance. I asked
of a starving famOfsowitz to read a
ily, and acting was
smallpart herchar:..
our only source of
acter for me, and
food." She grew up
she instantly
a peaceful child.
opened the script
Her father was a
to her monologue.
systems analyst,
Ofsowitz
read
and her mother
with
the
hardship
was, as Ofsowitz
andemotionofthe
says it best, "agreat
Cherokee Indian
mom."
We Carry:
that she plays. Her
"I have al•Nexus• Sebastion• Aveda
striking words
ways had the sup- Deborah with her parents on a recent opening night.
could
bring
tears
port of my par•Paul Mitchell• Biolage
ents," said Ofsowitz. "In that way, I Little Indians, Illusion, Spring to anyone's eyes. She is an amazing acfeel lucky and fortunate enough to Awakening, Reckless, Waltz of tress, and it is clear why she received her
have them." With no previous act- the Turador and being stage role.
The Kentucky Cycle, Part I is a
ing experience in her family, she manager for the traveling onewas mysteriously bitten by the act- act plays and TheNightThoreau powerful play, and all those "'.'ho are in- .
Hours:
For Appointment
vo1ved are very excited. When I asked
ing bug when she was five. Her Spent in Jail.
Mon.9-5
dedication to acting has contributed
There are many dimen- Ofsowitz how she felt the p~oduction was
Call 277-3766
to her success through the years. sions to Ofsowitz. For now, her 'going, she responded, "We really have a
Tues-Fri. 9-8
11790 E. Colonial Dr.
Ofsowitz, who started at the UCF main concentration is focused · strong cast, and rehearsals have been
Sat. 9-4
Orlando, Florida 32817
theater by participating in the tech- on Morning Star, her (.;haracter going really smooth[ly ]. Our director,
nical aspect of the perfonnances, from the much anticipated UCF Jim Cali, has been a real inspiration in
moved on and blossomed into a production of The Kentucky every portion of this production. It is a

by KENNETH LOO
Axis writer

great performer. She. still has
great admiration for those who
do the technical work, because
without them she said the performance would just not happen. Ofsowitz has played a dual
role in many perfonnances onand off-campus, acting in some
and stage managing in others.
Her list of achievements
inclµde acting in Tell Me that
You Love Me Junie Moon, Ten

10% Student/Faculty Discount
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HAIRDRESSING SALON

We are a Full Service Salon

Sandgren stretches the youthfµl imagination
and a condom invention in 'The Slingshot'
Roland's. innocence
and
****(out of 4)
dreamy world is
captured through
his wit and indeby DEREK KRAUSE
pendence. He is
Axis film critic
funny, without
being cute, and is
A condom-inspired sling- admirably in
shot and a young visionary relent- control of his life.
less to make money to buy a new Salen plays the
bicycle is the essence of Ake role with sensiSandgren' s The Slingshot. Set in tivity and a huStockholm, Sweden in the 1920s, mility that would
the film fo11ows the adventures of set a heavy fear
Roland Schutt (Jesper Salen), na- into the Elijah
ive to the world, but with a confi- Woods of our Roland (Jesper Salen) celebrates a shot.
dence and drive to conquer any- country.
thing he wants.
From the bloody-nosed trait of a Swedish boy sifting through
Along with his charm, knockouts with which his his adolescence. The film soaks in a
brother hits him rhythmic hilarity that settles spirits
to a sausage and eases consciences of all ages.
break with his Never has there been a scene that is
tough and caring cemented in one's head as when
father, Roland Roland encounters a "peek" under a
sees life as a sea young girl's skirt, as he uses a lighter
of expectation as his source to his promiscuity.
and exploration.
On the surface, The Slingshot
W hi 1 e could be seen as a typical comedy
weaving a sense about a boy's toy, yet under a11 of its
of joy and up- rubbery exterior, somewhere exits the
1ifting creativity childhood tears that we misplaced
through The years ago.
Slingshot,
The Slingshot will be showing
Sandgren paints this week on The Enzian Second Screen
Roland's mother (Basia Frydman) shows a simple and Series.
the strength of her illegal condoms.
memorablepor-

The Slingshot

282-0505
Located across from U·.C.F, in
the U C6 Shopping Center

We Deliver!
$5 Large Chees~
Take Out or Dine In Only
Must Have Valid
Student I.D.

This past
summer...
(
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"Simplify, simplify."
Henry David Thoreau

•

"Hey, that's not a bad idea:'
AT&T

passes to
Woodstock...

•

A1&T Universal MasterCard.

The credit,cash and calling card. All in one.
•

•

What did you
do?
Call 823-8192,
for access to Axis .

The AT&T Universal MasterCard. No annual fee - e\·er Acee s to cash at O\·er 3)0.000 location~.
Plus an AT&T calling card. Because life should be contemplated .. ·o( complicated.
Call 1 800 438-86.r to request an application

AT&T
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Theziter Six De9rees separates

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•

The Orlando •••
•
•
Broadway Series :
itself from the local theater norm :•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
by RICHARD AGSTER
Entertainment critic
and LAURA BUNDY
Contributing writer

\

\

Each human on earth, we
are told by Ouisa Kittredge, is
separated by only six degrees; we
are linked by six other people to
every other person on the planet.
The statement of this idea demonstrates Kittredge's belief that intirnacy exists in all relationships.
However, John Guare's
play, Six Degrees of Separation,
does not tell the story of a strong
marriage or of parents close to
their children. Rather, thanks to a
mysterious stranger, we are shown
a family of characters alienated
from one another.
This is the story of an incredible con and its effects upon
the Kittredge family. A jaded art
dealer and his wife, dedicated to
conspicuous consumption, are interrupted when ijle victim of an
apparent mugging arrives at their
door.
The charismatic young man
claims to be both the son of Sidney
Poitier and best friend to their
children. Paul (Jim Braswell) enthralls them with his wit and with
promises of parts in the movie

version of Cats. When he is later
cast out of the Kittredge home in
disgrace, the events which follow
reveal his impact upon their shallow lives. 9uisa (Peg O'Keef) is
particularly shaken by her emotional connection to Paul, as she
discovers the weaknesses in what
should have been her most personal ties.
O'Keef brings raw ernotional power to the role of Ouisa.
As she develops the character's
obsession with her first true connection, O'Keef passionately explores the pain within Ouisa's
empty relationships. Although the
occasional lapse in body language
betrays the actress behind the socialite, her speech is affluent perfection.
Ouisa's husband, Flan, is
subtly played by Paul Wegman.
Suave and cynical, Wegrnan's
character is more complex than
commanding. He is most disturbing not when provoked, but rather
when free to express his own intolerance.
Together, the two play off
of each other with varying degrees of success. A few lines fall
short due to poor comedic timing,
but the o~erall picture O'Keef and
Wegman create is one of a 20year marriage, in which the sen-

tences of one are properly cornpleted by the other.
Like his character, Paul,
Braswell takes risks. His voice is
spell-binding, almost to the point
that what he is saying does not
matter. Braswell, however, wants
it to matter, and his delivery of
Paul's lines reflects that commitrnent. His interpretations, while
not always well-chosen, are presented with such enthusiasm that
every speech is packed with meaning.
Tim Muldrew directs this
production well, emphasizing irnportant personal connections and
making interesting choices, especially concerning Ouisa and Paul.
He also stresses the irony of the
play, sometimes too deliberately.
The ultimate success of this production is that it raises more questions than it answers and manages
to provoke as much thought as
laughter.

Six Degrees of Separation
playsatTheatreDowntownthrough
Oct. 8, located at 2113 N. Orange
Avenue. Ticket prices are reasonable at $8 for the shows on Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights.
For more information, call 84 l 0083.

Note: This play contains adult
situations and full male nudity.

•
•
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JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR
November 1-6, 1994

HELLO, DOLLY
December 27 - January 1,1995

JOSEPH AND THE AMAZING
TECHNICOLOR DREAMCOAT
·

January 31 - February 5, 1995

GREASE
March 14-19, 1995
(Student discounts available)

PHANTOM UPDATE:
THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA will begin performances April 13, 1995, and run for.
five weeks through May 14. Tickets for the
extended Broadway production went on sale
last week, with prices ranging from $16.50 to
$61.50, including a $1.50 theater modification
surcharge. There is a student discount for all
shows, and tickets can be ordered by calling
(

Pine

Harb~r

Apartments

51 .lifesty{e of .lu{ury and f£{ceffence!
SPACIOUS 1, 2 & 3 BEDROOMS
(SPLIT PLANS)
•FULLY ENCLOSED

A/c

• REFRESHING POOL

&

RACQUETBALL CT.
SUN DECK AND SPA

•TENNIS AND BASKETBALL
• FULL SIZE WASHER/DRYERS AVAILABLE

only 5 minutes from l.JCF

Don't Delay ---- Call today!!

823-7100
ASK ABOUT OUR STUDENT SPECIAL!!

rfu%0FF~ucF~~e~s~vALI~o,
(w/ad. Dinner only. Take-out or eat-in.)

v. '
D~a 9~ CoV\i""+
FINE

CHINESE CUISINE

Open
,Mor.dcry - Sat~l'da}:' 11 :OOam - ·10:00pWi
51-inday 12:00 - 9:00pm

Luncheon Specia& 'lJai{y . . . .
Monday Thru Saturday 11 :00 - 3:00

Located at tfie 'University Pa{mShopping Center
.
4250 Jl{ajaya rr'rail Suite 200
... ~.,..·
O'Oiedo1 ~L 32765
I r'"' ~

~

L __ ~ ____ ~~e!.1~~~ JQ_7.LJ}~ !§§..8...J
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Theatre Downtown lights
up with 'Reefer Madness'
by SEAN PERRY
Features editor

paranoia.
Daryl Wells does an exce1lentjobofjuggling characters, ranging from one of the good-time boys,
Walt, to a police officer and a bar
attendant Walt's friend Bill, a star
tennis player gone bad, is played to
perfection by Chuck Tait.

McElwee, who adds the position of lawyer to his repertoire, is
convincing with his energetic portrayal of Jay and a handful of other
characters.
Gwen, (Jodi Renee Thomas,)
Mary(EricaBines)andJimmy(John
Michael Chadwick) contribute excellent performances as they
are transformed from their
innocence, once corrupted
by that devilish drug.
The production is
done in a satirically funny
fashion, enlivened by the
energy each· of the players
adds to his characters. The
original propaganda film it~ self is hilarious in its naive
and silly depiction of
marijuana's adverse side effects. The interactive perand
formance of Charles as the
docto~, and the blatant use
of surrealistic lighting and
·1930s sound effects add to the mockery and make for an enlightening
evening.
Reefer Madness is a late night
show, playing at Theatre Downtown
on Friday and Saturday evenings at 11
p.m. and on Monday at 8 p.m.

With short-term memory depleted, many a modem hippie may
choose to drag upon the long-term
banks to remember a satirical film
popularized in the '60s.
ReeferMadness,originally
an anti-pot propaganda film
directed
by
Frank
Hilgenberg in the 1930s,
gained cult status over the
last few decades following
the Woodstock era.
The naivete of the
film is best portrayed on
stage in the straight performance of Jesse Charles,
who plays the conservative,
yet hypocritical, Dr.
Carroll. He opens the pro- Tait lights up as Jack (James Zelley)
· duction with an informa- Mae (Caryl Warren) look on • .
tiveand supposedly intimidating monologue that forewarns us
Tait begins Reefer wearing
of the dangers of smoking mari- an oxfo_rd sweater with neat! y parted
juana. He appears again during an hair. The evil influence of pot soon
intermission to harass the audience consumes his innocence and forces
with a question/answer segment in him into a downward spiral at the
which he points his finger at people bottom of which he finds himself in
and asks them if they're suffering court facing murder clfarges. His
from the drawbacks of marijuana.
hair is messy, and his eyes endrcled
"Do you think _I'm talking with black. He has become a strugAlthough the bar is open, it is
about you? Yes, you?" Charles de- gling junkie, unsuccessfully com- suggested that other supplements be_·
mands as he stands over someone in bating the accusations made by J us- used prior to admission in order to
the crowd and accuses them of tiri McElwee.
enjoy Reefer to the fullest

Win

a pair of tickets to
Reefer Madness at
~ Theatre Downtown.

Stop. by the Fu'ture office in the
UC7 shopping plaza with your
favorite story about a reefer-related experience written in 50
words or less. The best stories
will receive a pair of tickets to
see the show.

•

•

Now Two Locations to Serve You Better
Opening Soon

•

University and Goldenrod

Oviedo

Uni Gold Shopping Center
(next to Devaney's Bar)

Alafaya Square Shopping Center
(On Alafaya Trail)

679-0778

365-8444

•
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UCF defense gives up 660 yards, but offense gains 489
FOOTBALL, from page
and an 89-yard kickoff return for a
touchdown. He is quickly proving
that a11 he knows how to do is score
touchdowns, as he's scored 24
points in the past two games.
"It really don'tmattereven if
I don't score as long as we win,"
said Cleveland.
Darin Hinshaw finally had a
big game, throwing 17-28 for 343
yards and five touchdown passes.
He realizes that he often plays the
role of scapegoat, but it's something a leader learns to handle.
"I'm gonna take a lot of the
blame for the recent offensive sputter. .. we just have to pick it up, and
I gotta watch film and become bet-

ter as a quarterback," said Hinshaw.
Although the defense had a
lackluster performance, they came
up big .when they had to. Safety
RichardB lake and cornerbackLouis
Loubin stepped up and took control
of the defensive duties combining
for 21 tackles, one fumble recovery
and one interception.
The inexperienced UCF sec-·
ondary was thrown into the fire,
having little time to prepare for the
Hilltoppers. Cornerback Adrian
Ellis was burnt on a few occasions,
but did came up with some heat of
his own. Ellis had one interception
and a fumble recovery as we11.
"Teams are gonna look at us
and say, 'we can pass on these guys
all day,' we gladly accept the cha]-

Future classifieds. 823-8054

lenge. Like I say, bring it on!" said
Ellis.
The Golden Knights are going to have to step it up and start
doing the little things, like being on
time for practice and not missing _
curfew, if they expect to win a Division I-AA National Championship.
After the game Ellis explained that
some of the starters had missed curfew the night before the game. Curfew for the team is 10 p.m., and
apparently some of the players were
just getting ready to go out at 12:30
a.m ..
"Couple guys missed curfew
last night, then came in this morning
and were joking around when we
were trying to focus on the game,"
said Ellis.

MAGIC CELLULAR
PAGERS AS LOW AS
$50.00
AIR TIME AS LOW AS
$8.00/MONTH
FULL LINE OF CELLULAR PHONES

*MOTOROLA*
*ERICSSON*
*AT&T*
6529 S. U.S. HWY 17-92
FERN PARK, FL 32730
407-830-5440/830-5115

Brann saves 14 shots against UMass
SOCCER, from page 14
ing second fiddle. This was not a
situation that the Golden Knights were
looking to see continue.
Brann had a personal rivalry at
stakeaswell,goingintothegamewith
a TAAC-low 0.76 goals against average. Her nearest competitor is FIU
keeper Sue Moy-Chin.
And indeed, the first half was a
keeper's duel, as the two teams traded
shots on each other withouc a score.
Brann turned away a tricky deflection
early in the game, while Moy-Chin
watched a lot of UCF' s shots sail over
the bar.
Coach Karen Richter denied
that the high shots were a strategy
against the shorter Moy-Chin. "At the
half, I told them lthe UCF players] to
shoot right at the keeper. That way, if
we missed, at least it would be on
frame. I wanted to see some shots on
frame."
The Golden Knights came
through for Richter in the second half
and scored the winner and a comfort
goal for good measure. In the 73rd
minute,JenniferO'Connortookapass
from Sarah Kane and led Kelly
Kochevar on a through ball to the top
of the area. Moy-Chin rushed out, but
Kochevarwas tooc:uick, as she touched
the ball by Moy-Chin and then booted
it into the net. Then in the 82nd minute,
defender Michelle Harris brought the
ball up on a long run from the back
line, then played itouttoO'Connoron
thewing.O'Connorbeatone,cutback
for the middle on the dribble and fired
an upper 90 to the far side.
Brann stood like a stone wall,
making five saves in defense of her

NEXT TO JAI-ALAI
CELLULARONE.

third shutout (sharing one with backup
keeper Nicole Bauguss), including a
daring charge on a one-0n--0ne with an
FIU attacker. The UCF defense also
had a big day. Harris' s run earned her
an assist, but Stephanie Gringer and
sweeper Leslie Golden also made runs
deep into FIU territory. Afld when
FIU was on the attack, Golden's line
held steady and kept them from getting off the dangerous shots.
Richter was pleased with her
team's performance. "Heather
[Brann], of course, had ·a big daY,
Everybodx played well. We're really
starting to come together as a team."
With the victory, UCF moves
into a first-place tie with FIU for the
lead in the TAAC with a 2-1 conference record.
Over the weekend the Golden
Knights took an airplane to Massachusetts to play a couple of Northeastern heavyweights, the University of
Massachusetts , and Connecticut. U.
Mass weighs in at No. 5 in the country,
accordingtotheNCAArankings, with
U. Conn. somewhere in the top-15.
The Golden Knights played a little
less than sparkling and lost to them
both.
O'Connor scored with an assist _
from Kochevar in the losing effort
against U. Mass. on Saturday, as UCF
was beaten 2-1. Kelly Stout scored on
a rebound against U. Conn. with Amy
Geltz and O'Connor on theassistas the
Golden' Knights fell short once again,
2-1 on Sunday. The Golden Knights
were outshot on the weekend by a
combined tally of 47-19.
UCFwill playTAACcontender
Florida Atlantic on Thursday down at
FAU before coming home Oct.2.

•ltOIC.S7AfNHW01t

Come by and see us Wednesdays on the Green

A Full ScTl"ia ,\'ail ( '0111pani·

•ALL WORK GUARANTEED
•FREE REPAIRS TO REGULAR CLIENTS
ACRYLICS ·
FIBERGLASS
Full Set Tips $35.00
Full Set $40.00
Fills $18.00
Manicure $12.00

The UCFvolleyball team won
four straight matches in New Orleans this past weekend to claim the
Jonathan Nelson Memorial Vo11eyball Classic championship for the
second consecutive year.
The Golden Knights started
their quest to reclaim the tournament title on Friday, Sept. 23. In the
team's first match of the day, the
Golden Knights defeated Southwestern Louisiana in a four game
match, 15-9, 15-6, 13-15, 15-10.
The third game loss in this match
was one of only two games the UCF
team Jost in al I of tournament play.
The Golden Knights put their 'lee-

ond match of the day away in three
games, defeating Northeast Louisiana 15-12, 15-9, 15-6.
On the second and final day
· of the tournament, Saturday, Sept.
24, the Golden Knights took the
court against Southeastern Louisiana and finished them off in four
games, 15-5, 15-4, 12-15, 15-0, to
put them into the championship
game against New Orleans. New
Orleans was no match for the future
champion Knights, losing in three
games to UCF 15-7, 15-9, 15-5 in
that final tournament match.
Junior setter Emily Queisser
was named tournament Most Valuable Player for the second year in a
row. Queisser was third in the tournament in digs with 39 and second
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THEE NAIL CENTER
10035 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
CORNER OF DEAN & UNIVERSITY

407 677-1966

JJSST CHICIQ:lf
in assists with 132. She also added
16 blocks.
Also making theall tournament
team was senior outside hitter Kirsten
Niedung. Niedung finished the tournament with 34 kiJJs, I0 blocks and 11
aces.
Othermajorcontributions to the
championship effort were made by
captain Miriam Metzcus, who added
45 kills, 35 digs and 8 service aces.
Middle Blocker Tyra Harper ended
thetournamentfifthinkillswith43and
first in blocks with 28, 10 of them
coming in the championship game.
The Golden Knights wil1 face
the University of South Florida on
Wednesday and then will be home on
Thursday againstFloridalntemational
University.
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Volleyball team goes 4-0 on the road
by DANIELLE FERNEZ
Staff writer
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Roa:sted

Chi~ken

NOW OPEN, in "University Square"- Corner of
Corner of University blvd. and Goldenrod... 671-0669

Featuring:
•Roasted Chicken• Gyro,Mousaka •Soups & salads
•Roasted Potatos •.Spinach pies •Deli Sandwiches

BEST BUYS FOR A COLLEGE BUDGET:
--rH~---,r---rnEN--,

$1.50 OFF
with purchase of a
whole chicken & a
side order.
Limit $3.00 per coupon. Not valid w/
any other offers.
Ex . 9/31/94
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I
I
I
I

I
I
I
$2.99
I
I · Special Offer I
I Choose 1 of our most popular I
I entrees, 1/4 chicken platterl
I chicke_n cyprina, Gyro I
I
L1m1t 2 persons per coupon_
I
Not valid w/ any other offers.
Exp. 9/31/94
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by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

•

This past weekend's game in
the Florida Citrus Bowl verified that ·
Allen Powe]] is no average college
football player. Mostfeel he's much
better.
The junior cornerback from
Orlando's Edgewater High School
had the best game of his career
last Saturday in the Golden
Knights 59-45 victory last Saturday over the Western Kentucky
Hilltoppers. And it couldn't have
come at a better time.
With fellow cornerback
Brian Crutcher and free-safety
Steve Wright gone for the season,
and strong safety Richard Blake
sitting out part of the game with a
shoulder injury, the secondary was
looking for someone to step up
and become the leader. Enter A1len
Powell.
Powell made five tackles in
the game, all but one solo. The
re~l contribution he made in this
gaI]1e, though, was stopping the
Western Kentucky I-formation offense.
·
"Their offense is very high
powered, a loaded gun,'' said
Powell. "Their quarterback (J.J.
Jewell) gave them another dimension. He was the type of player
who could rea11y run the option
and he didn't have blazing. speed,
he had effective speed. But he
could also get the ba11 there
through the air, so he had a double
option attack."
The architecture major
doesn't want to have to depend on
the offense to cover the points
they give up.
"We don't look at the situation as we owe the offense anything for scoring any points. It's a
total team effort where they handle
their job and we handle ours. It's
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Allen Powell(28) was in the Hilltopper's backfield all
afternoon. He made seven tackles, three of them for los.ses .
nice when you have a cushion of
two touchdowns though," said
Powell.
High scores aside, the offense didn't have any influence
on his take of the game. "Today
we played assignment football.
With certain coverages I was to
stay with the quarterback and forget about the pitch-man. But in
other coverages I had to stay with
the pitchman and forget about the
quarterback. Every time they came
my way I was able to stuff the

run."
Overall he was happy with
t~e team's performance, especially
the defensive effort.
"I was proud of my team because we came together. We kept
our poise and held a powerful offense to a lower score than us."
And what about his own play?
"My performance wasn't too
bad but it definitely wasn't great."
He better be careful though.
He wouldn't want to mess with a
good thing.

Your one stop automotive need

r-------------------,
SPECIAL
OIL CHANGE

$19.95
Oil filter, 9-point safety check
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I L-------------------~
Free medium fountain drinks with
any purchase
677-7988 ·
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Kristen Putman takes first at Lady Seminal~ Invitational
GOLF, from page 16

•
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Also returning from last
spring are junior Kim Millar and
senior Brooke Grant. Leading the
list of new players is Swedishborn Jenny Hagman, a sophmore
who last year was the top player
for Louisiana State University.
"She should be able to play
just as -well as Putman, but her
transferring may take her a little
time to adjust," said Shumaker.
Notably missing from the
men's team this year is three-year
sensation Robert Damron, who
won five tournaments and was
twice named an All-American
while at UCF.

"We'll miss him, but it
shouldn't affect us too much this
year. Depth is really our strength,"
said Shumaker.
The most notable returner is
senior Trey Sones, who also had a
busy summer, winning the Southern Amateu~, another major amateur competition. Also returning
are seniors Adrian Wadey and Paul
Nilbrink, junior Eric Tuscan, and
sophomore Sean Quinlivan. New
faces include sophmore transfer
Jeff Brunelle from Rollins and
freshman Jason Opal from Lake
Brantley High School.
At the Lady Seminole Invitational in Tallahassee last weekend, the women opened the season by placing fifth out of 17

schools, many of those considered the cream of the crop in the
Southeast. More impressively,
Kristen Putman lead a field of
nearly 90 golfers with a one-over
par 145, good enough for a threestroke victory. Her final round of
72 was the low round of the tournament. Other Knight finishers
included Jenny Hagman (19th) and
Brooke Grant (38th) .
Not to be outdone, the men's
team started their year with some
flair at the Kiawah Invitational
last week, finishing fourth out of
18 schools, just ten shots out of
the lead . Continuing the theme of
UCF dominance, junior Trey
Sones captured the individual title
by four strokes.

Rectober Fest 1994
•RECTOBER FEST 1994, Oct. 8. There will be free food and prizes for everyone
involved.
•The teams are co-ed, and made up of four males and four females. The first 24 teams
to sign up are in, and everyone gets a free tee-shirt among other prizes. Events will include:
Pajama Relay, Volleyball, Kadima Rally, Tug-o-War, Plus/Minus darts, Regatta and
Showbike race.
•The day will begin at 8:30 with a lcickoff breakfast of donuts and juice, lunch will be
at noon ignup deadline is Oct. 6. For more info call X-2408 or come by Rec Services room
101 by the pool.
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Golden Knights win shoot-out, 59 45
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

and PAT KARSNICK

)

Staff writer

Finally, the Horace Grant saga came to
an end last week. The Magic signed Grant to
almost the same deal, except this time the
escape clause is for two years and not one.
Thankfully, the NBA approved the deal. That
cleared the way for the Magic to sign another
free agent
The Magic added former Miami Heat
guard Brian Shaw to the roster for mere pocket
change. Shaw was signed to a one-year deal
worth $682,000. This is about a million less
than he made with the.Heat ]ast year, and a lot
less than he could havemadeelsewhere. There's
onlyonefinalpiecefortheMagic... championshiporbust. ·
Elsewhere in the NBA, the Phoenix
SunstradedCedricCeballostotheLosAngeles
Lakers for a future first round draft pick.
Last weekend was one of the best weekends for college football in quite some time.
The UCF Golden Knights defeated the Westem Kentucky Hill toppers 59-45 in one of the
biggest offensive displays ever witnessed. The
two teams combined for 1,149 yards of total
offense.
The longest home winning streak in
NCAA football history came to an end Saturday when the Washington Huskies journeyed
into the Orange Bowl and upset the Miami
Hurricanes 38-20 in front of a shocked crowd.

The Western Kentucky Hilltoppers
came into the Citrus Bowl last Saturday and
raped a UCFdefense that wilted under the hot,
humid Central Florida weather. WKU totalled 660 yards against the Golden Knights in
a game that q~ickly turned into a shoot-out in
O-town.
UCF had 489 offensive yards themselves, but the Hil~toppers doubled them in
rushing yards and got the better of UCF
through the air as well.
"[The game was] very exhausting mentally, and physically neither team let up or felt
sorry for themselves. These are two teams that
wanted to win real bad- both understood
what was at stake," said UCF coach Gene
McDowell.
The Golden Knights realized what was
at stake: their poll position. UCF was knocked
down one spot to No. I 3 in the Sports Network Poll lascweek, despite their dismantling
of Bethune Cookman 48-17. The Knights
were well aware that a loss Saturday could
drop them below 16th, which is the magic
number for the season. If the Knights drop
below 16th they willjeopardize their chances
of making the playoffs, a goal that is well
within their sights this season.
Their victory against the Hilltoppers
should guarantee a rriove up in the polls,
which will regain some of the respect they lost
when Valdosta State defeated them 31-14 in
the Knight's home opener.
Theoffenseestablishedtheirgameplan
early: get the ball to David Rhodes and do it
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· "d Rh o des got bac k ·m stn'de Iast Saturday with
. three touchdown
SOLARES/Future
Dav1
catches, and 156 yards on seven receptions, regaining All-American status.
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frequently. Rhodes was held receptionless
last week, but this week the All-American had
three touchdown catches to go along with 132
yards on six receptions. Mark Whittemore
had his way with the WKU secondary too,
t t II' 156 d
·

Todd Cleveland continued to etch his
name into the memory of every UCF fan as
well as every UCF record book. Cleveland
had one 32-yard reception for a touchdown,

)

The Canes had not lost at home in 58 games
dating back to September of 1985.
Colorado QB Kordell Stewart etched his
name into college football history by heaving
see FOOTBALL, page 14
the greatest Hail Mary bomb ever to receiverr-=~~------:-------o_a_m..;g;........;Y_ar_s_o_n_s_ev_e_n_r_ec_e.!;.p.;.t10_n_:s_.--~~~~~~~=-==-=~~~~~~
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In the NFL, Prime Time returned to _the
Bay area. Deion Sanders made his first official
start for the 49'ers, and of course there were
fireworks. With the game on the line, Sanders
picked off Saints QB Jim Everett and returned
it 74 yards for the touchdown and the victory.
Locally, the Tampa -Bay Bucs proved
that although the seasons change, one thi~g
remains the same: The Bucs stink. The-Dolphins had there undefeated season end in aclose
battle with the Vikings, as they lost 38-35.
In some boxing news, Lennox Lewis
lost his WBC heavyweight championship to
Oliver McCall McCall stopped Lewis 31 seconds into the second round with a left fol1owed
by a crushing right to the jaw. Lewis got up, but
was very wobbly, prompting the referee to stop
the fight.
And finally, as if the strike and the
cancelled season were not bad enough, spring
training could beinjeopardyfornextseason.
The head of the player's union, Donald Fehr,
has said that something must be done in the
next several weeks, or the odds will be
against it.

UCF Football: The Golden
Knights outs.cored fellow Division
I-AA heavyweights Western
Kentucky at home, 59-45. The win
propels them to a 3-1 record on
the year.

UCF VoJleyball: The Golden
Knights went a perfect 4-0 in
matches and came away
champions at the 1994 Jonathan
Nelson Memorial Volleyball

by ANDREW VARNON
Assistant sports editor
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J enmfer ' Connor (2) had one goal and one
assist a ainst FIU last Wednesda .

Classic in New Orleans. UCF
defeated Southwestern Louisiana
15-9, 15-6, 13-15, 15-10 and
Northeast Louisiana 15-12, 15-9,
15-6 on Friday and Southeastern
Louisiana 15-5, 15-4, 12-15, 15-0
and New Orleans 15-7, 15-9, and
15-5 on Saturday. Emily Quiesser
was named the tournament MVP
for the second consecutive year
and Kristen Niedung made the Alltournament team.

"It's always been a rivalry between us," said senior goalkeeper
Heather Brann, referring Floridalnterriational, the team the UCF' s women's
soccer team had to share the Trans
America Athletic Conference trophy
with last season.
Perhaps so, but it hasn't always
been as interesting as it was Wednesday when the Golden Knights avenged
their away loss against the also-Golden
Panthers just 11 days before. Until just
last year, UCF was the undisputed
champion of the peninsular state, playing HU a dozen times without a Joss.
But when the Golden Knights took
their hiatus from the torr20 rankings
last year, the Panthers were there to
take their place. Going into
Wednesday's game, HU was still sitting in the high chair, with UCF playsee SOCCER, page 14

Women's Soccer: The Golcien····
Knights defeated TAAC rival FJU,
2-0 on Wednesday. Then they went
to UMass for the weekend to play
in the UMass Classic where they
lost to 5th ranked UMass 2-1 and
lost UConn 2-1 as well.

Men's Soccer: The Golden
Knights were defeated by Stetson
3-2. Then they went to UNC
Charlotte where they lost to host
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UNC Charlotte, 4-1. They then wen
on to beat Alabama A&M 3-2 in a
consolation game.

UCF Golf: Our very own Kristen
Putman managed once again to
take first place, this time in the
1994 Auburn Golf Tournament. In
the second round she shot a
tourney-low 71. UCF finished third
overall, nine strokes b~hind
Auburn and three behind Miami.
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